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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to present the fundamentals of
design and an attempt is made to show how these fundamentals can
be applied to industrial arts activities .
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INTRODUCTION
Many teachers of industrial arts have emphasized the industrial
phase of industrial arts and have tended to neglect the art element
in designing articles.

Projects used in industrial arts should not

only be strong and durable in construction, but they should also be
pleasing to look at and modern in designo
It should be understood that the project in the field of industrial arts is not the end product but is rather a means, a technique,
or a method of teaching the basic understandings, information, and
processes concerning industry.

However, even though the project is

not the end result, this does not mean that it should be neglected
or used unwisely.

In any course the techniques and methods of teach-

ing should be constantly evaluated and revised to keep them up to
date.

Since the project is a method of teaching certain aspects of

industrial arts, it too should be constantly

evaluated ~

If students

are to be taught the basic understandings of industry, we, as industrial arts teachers, must not forget that design is a very important
part of industry and should be ·a part of the project.

2

The~

of ,!tl .ill Industrial Arts

Many industrial arts teachers use designs for projects that
were developed many years ago9

These projects may have been handed

from teacher to teacher with little thought or consideration to the
design aspect of them .

These same teachers seem to be lost , as to

what project to use , unless they have a large supply of designs to
select from .

The teachers should understand the basic fundamentals

of design and should possess the ability to recognize good design.
Industrial arts teachers need to have the knowledge and understanding
required to design new projects and modify existing designs to meet
the needs of current times .

Knowledge of industry and experience ,

without good taste in the selection of appropriate materials that
are shaped to serve useful ends and that give aesthetic satisfaction,
fails to portray industry accurately.

Today when purchasing commer-

cially made objects people are faced with a vast array of industrial
commodities from which to choose.

These people need at least a par-

tial understanding of design principles to select industrial commodities of good taste o To be able to choose industrial commodities of
good design will aid the individual to be happier in his surroundings.
Many of the projects used in industrial arts classes are designed
to be durable with little consideration of beauty and aesthetic value .
Industrial arts projects need to be durable, but they must also be
pleasing in appearance .

Bradley emphasizes this point when he says:

3
The importance of design in the industrial arts program is
due to its educational significance . It is not of sufficient educational value to teach the proper use of tools , the
manipulation of materials , or to develop skill in these if
the resulting products are lacking in these qualities of
practicality and appearance which conytitute good design
and warrant appreciation by the user.
There is a great need of consumer education in the recognition
and appreciation of good design as stated previously.

Bradley states

further:
If young people can be assisted in developing an appreciation of the fine qualities of design in all the furnishings
of life and helped in making wise selections from an artistic,
as well as from an economical point of view, their lives may
be inestimably enriched. 2
There is a great and lasting satisfaction which arises from the
knowledge and ability to select and recognize beauty.
This understanding of design can be taught to school children
through the teaching of industrial arts .

It is sometimes not feasible

to introduce to the student extensive experience in design in the
school laboratory due to limited time .

Since the time is often limited,

careful choice of projects by the teacher is very important .

Bradley

states that :
It is of first importance that the industrial arts teacher
be able to evaluate a design from both the practical and the
aesthetic points of view. Appearance value is of far greater
importance than has been generally recognized. The ugly and
commonplace projects made in the school shops of the country
emphasize the need of greater appreciation, discrimination,
and redesign. 3
The teacher must be able to select or design projects that are
modern in spirit and not always traditional in design.

1Bradley, Charles B., Design]:!!~ Industrial .A!:i§ , (Peoria , Illinois:
The M9.nual Arts Press , 1946) , 133.
2

Ibid . , 133.

3!bid. , 133.
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Fundamentals of Design
In order for the industrial arts instructor to be able to select
and recognize good design and to redesign existing ones , he must have
a knowledge of fundamentals .
The basic and most important pa.rt of designing is that the designer depict through his design the spirit of the age within which
he is living.

Through the art involved in the design, the symbols of

the age should present themselves .

"Art in project design is a quality

added to function that expresses the ideal of the times on4 To introduce this quality in project design is as Bick states :
To clothe the form in symbols that represent the thought and
hopes of today. The bat wing fonn (see plate V) is one of a
number of air age symbols that not only express the power,
speed , and space of air travel but in a broader sensei they
symbolize the hopes and aspirations of a dynamic age . ~
Designs of industrial arts projects should conform to the spirit
of the age .

Air travel has become a very dominant part of American

life o Commodities and products produced in America should symbolize

the hopes and ideals of the people o The projects should be light in
design, open, and express the air age; the feeling of "off-the-ground
movement . 11
After recognition of age symbols , one of the first things the
designer must consider is the primary mass o The primary mass is the

4Eick , Alexander, "Project Design For Teachers , 11 Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education , 44 (September, 1955) , 2330
5Ibid. , 233 .
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general outline or shape of the object .

In determining and selecting

the outline and shape of the primary mass , the width , height, and length
of the mass are the three qualities to be considered .

It must be noted

that the purpose of the object , that is the service it is to perform,
"will have a marked effect upon the shape of the primary mass . 11 6 For
example , a davenport is intended to seat more than one person ,
it is longer than it is high .

~herefore ,

A chair, on the other hand, is designed

to seat only one person, therefore , the width is less than the height.
One of the rules to consider when planning the primary mass is that :
"a primary mass must be either vertical or horizontal according to the

intended service , unless prohibited by te chnical requirements . "? This
is illustrated in the above example ; the davenport is a horizontal primary mass due to its intended service , where the chair is a vertical
primary mass .

A primary mass is considered vertical when its longest

dimension is vertical .

It is considered horizontal when its longest

dimension is horizontal .
Another consideration , basic to good design , is the selection of
good proportions of the primary mass .

Many proportions or ratios are

monotonous and lack clear cut representations .
when deciding on proportions is:

A good rule to follow

"A primary mass should have the ratio

of one to three , three to four , three to five , five to eight , seven to
ten , or some similar proportion difficult for the eye to detect readily
and analyze . 118

6varnum, William H., Industrial !Ii§ ~sign , (Peoria , Illinois :
Manual Arts Press , 1916) , 13.

7Ibid., lJ.
8Ibid., 15.

The
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To carry the designing still further, it is necessary for the
designer to plan the division of the primary mass.

There are two simple

types of divisions, those crossing the primary mass in a vertical direction and those crossing the primary mass in a horizontal direction.
When dividing the primary mass horizontally, there are two rules to
follow:

one is, "If a primary mass is divided into two horizontal divi-

sions, the dominance should be either in the upper or the lower section. 11 9
That is, the two divisions or parts should not be equal, but one should
dominate or be larger than the other.

The second rule is:

11 If

the pri-

mary mass is divided into three horizontal divisions or sections, the
dominance should be placed in the center section with varying widths in
the upper and lower thirds. 1110 These two rules are the basic essentials
in dividing the primary mass into horizontal divisions.
When dividing the primary mass into vertical divisions, a different
set of rules are needed to insure pleasing design.

It must be remembered

that in the horizontal mass the structure and supports needed to secure
stability are often the determining factor in the division of the mass.
"Vertically lines are necessary and equally important to give needed
vertical support to an object.ttll There are two rules that are very
valuable when dividing the mass vertically which are as follows:

"If

the primary mass is divided into two vertical divisions, the divisions
should be equal in area and similar in form.ttl2

9

Ibid., 25.

lOibid., 29.
11
Ibid., 33.
12
Ibid., 35.

Often the structure of
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some objects practically prohibits two vertical divisions that are
equal.

The second rule is:

11 If

the primary mass is divided into

three vertical divisions the center division should be the larger
with the remaining divisions of equal size. 1113 This rule makes for
unity in the mass.

That is, it tends to hold the object together,

design wise, while the equal divisions on either side give balance.
Variations of these rules, regarding the division of the primary mass,
as well as the other rules stated, may be employed and the project
still be of good design.

These rules are not rigid, non-flexible

rules, but should be considered as general rules which are valuable
and helpful when decisions are being ma.de on the division of the primary mass.
After the designer has planned the object with regard to the primary mass, its proportions and di visions, he is then ready to consider
the appendages and their use in the design.

11

An appendage is a member

added to the primary mass for utilitarian purposes. 1114 "An appendage
in industrial arts rray be among other things, a plate rail, bracket,
spout, cover, or handle, all of which are capable of service either for
or with the primary mass. 1115

The appendage· can hinder the appearance

of the object or it can greatly enhance its beauty.
not to be neglected in planning.

Some rules to follow when designing

or selecting an appendage are as follows:

lJibid., 37.
14
Ibid., 43.
15

Ibid., 43.

The appendage is
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The appendage should be designed in unity with, and proportionally related to, the vertical or horizontal character of
the primary mass, but subordinated to it. The appendage
should have the appearance of flowing smoothly and, if possible, ta.ngently from the primary mass. The appendage should,
if possible, echo or repeat some lines simiiir in character
and direction to t~ose of the primary mass.
It will be noted that these three rules are intended to produce unity
between the appendage and the primary mass.

That is, the appendage

should look as part of the design not like an extra piece stuck onto
the object4
The final consideration in designing an object is the considers.tion of enrichment, both contour and surface.

Contour enrichment can

produce a light and airy feeling which is part of modern design.
modern furniture, free form designs are becoming very common.

In

This free

form design is outline enrichment.

The outline enrichment should be in

unity with the rest of the design.

Surface enrichment is a very valu-

able quality of most objects and is also worthy of consideration.

Sur-

face enrichment consists of' the beauty on the surface of the object.
This beauty can take the form of inlays of different kinds of materials,
or as in wood, it can consist of the same kind of wood but inlayed so
that the grain of the wood runs different directions.
Of ten times industrial atts teachers make the mistake of adding
ornaments to the design, when not needed, and thus they are working
toward traditional design.

J.Vbdern design concentrates and emphasizes

simplicity in design, that is, omitting the parts of the design which
have no purpose.

Simplicity is the key to modern design.

This must be

kept in mind when redesigning or selecting projects for industrial arts
classes.

16Ibid., 43.
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The rules outlined in this paper thus far will produce the most
desirable and pleasing design if they are followed as closely as possible.

The style and method of application may change but the prin-

ciples and fundamentals of design rerm.in the same .

The industrial arts

teacher should keep these primary rules in mind when designing or selecting good projects.

Often the in-experienced person does not like a par-

ticular design but cannot explain this dislike.

Often this dislike

stems from the violation of one of these basic rules of design.

By

knowing and recognizing these principles , the individual can select
designs that correspond with these rules and will find greater satisfaction in the finished object.
In order for the industrial arts instructor to understand design
and be able to use it effectively in his teaching , he must know more
· than just the basic rules and fundamentals.

In designing an article or

project in industrial arts , it is necessary to consider the effect that
the function of the object plays on its shape. Functional designers
claim that "anything well designed to serve its _purpose will, by this
test alone , be beautiful.

Louis Sullivan gave the slogan to this move-

ment when he said ' form follows function. rt117 When designing projects,
if the purpose of the object is kept foremost in the designers mind, all
the steps in its development will be guided by its purpose.

11

The appear-

ance of a useful object should not only please the sense of beauty but,
insofar as possible, should suggest its function." 18 In other words,
"The use of the object should be dramatized in its form." 19
17Bradley, Charles B. , Desi~n in the Industrial Arts, {Peoria, Illinois:
The Manual Arts Press, 1946 , 46.
18Ibid., 48.,
l9Ibid,., 58.
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The materials used for the construction of the article being
designed will also effect the shape of the object. Some materials
will lend themselves to certain processes while other materials will
be impractical for the same use.

Metal or plastic can be bent rela-

tively easy where wood is limited in its bending qualities.
Materials influence designs very definitely and planning the
creation of any article must be in terms of the ll'8terials to
be used. The designer should study his materials to learn
just what it is best suited for, the peculiar qualities which
effect its use , and its distinguishing appearance.tt20

20

Ibid., , 58.
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Application of Design Fundamentals to
Industrial Arts Activities
One way of applying the fundamentals of design to industrial
arts projects is accomplished through an orderly sequence of criteria
through which a design can be brought into being and can be evaluated.
In designing any article , there is a certain amount of preliminary research that needs to be carried out before actual designing
takes place.

A person should review the articles that have already

been produced and see how other designers solved the problem.

In doing

preliminary research, the designer should keep in mind the environment
in which his article is to be used.

The environment will partially

determine the shape and details of the article being designed.

Another

basic principle to be considered in doing preliminary research is the
need that the article is to serve .

The article that is being designed

may be intended to serve a somewhat different purpose or need than the
article already in existence .

If this is true , then the purpose or

need the article serves will also be a determining factor in the

design ~

If the article being designed meets no new utilitarian need, and its
purpose is that of modifying an existing design to make it more up to
date or modern in design, then existing designs can be checked for
standard heights , widths , and over-all sizes. From the preliminary
research, the designer can determine the size , proportion, and division
of the primary mass.

This preliminary research can take several forms.

The designer can consult catalogs , magazines , or existing blueprints of

12
objects designed by other industrial arts teachers or put out by
commercial establishments. Local stores handling commercially made
articles can also be- studied.

It is wise to draw upon as many of

these sources as possible.
After the preliminary research has been completed, the designer
should make several sketches of his article using different ideas and
materials.

When sketching ideas, the designer must keep , in mind the

division, proportion, and size of the primary mass.

The statements

regarding the divisions and proportions that were earlier related in
this paper will be of value if they are considered in designing and
sketching.

One of these sketches should then be selected.

The sketch

should then be made into a presentation drawing.
In selecting the design from the sketches drawn, there are four
criteria that are useful in determining which design to choose.
first is that of function.

The

The designer must remember the function that

his article is to serve and then check his sketches and determine which
serves the function most adequately.

"Design is good when it fits its

use most efficiently. 11 21 Function includes the intended use of the
object. For the industrial arts instructor, function also includes,
"the requirement that the design fit the ability of the student. Funetion also requires that form fit available material and methods. Function, finally includes, its adaptability to the teaching objectives_. 11 22
The second criteria is that of interest.

In designing articles,

the quality of interest is a very important factor.

The design should

be interesting and reflective of the modern spirit of design.
21Bick, Alexander, "Project Design for Teachers," Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education, 42 (Mly, 1953), 159;
22Ibid,,, 159+

1.3

Third, the design should be simple.

Simplicity is the key to

modern design and industrial arts projects should have this quality of
simplicity if they are to be up to date.

Simplicity, as mentioned

previously, is designing the article so that all the parts serve a
purpose.

To add something to the design that is not needed is to des-

troy the quality of simplicity.

The design should supplement the

function and not interfere with the articles purpose.

"Design is

strong by virtue of its utility. 11 2.3 For example, when designing a
lamp for an industrial arts project, the designer should keep in mind
that "no idea should be superimposed on the primary idea, 11 24 That is
to say that "light is the function and there should be no competing
idea.tt25

New design is clean and simple.

The age of speed, space,

time, air and electronics is "far less interested in visual detail
than in the wide sweep of space and time

~ith which it is concerned. 1126

The lamp illustrated on plate number four, figure two, is reflective of
what has been stated.

The last criteria is that of honesty.

Traditional articles were

often designed to look like something they were not; that is, they
were dishonest in design.

In modern design, if a coffee table is

desired, it should look like a coffee table when it is finished and
not like something else. Also, in this criteria of honesty, the designer
should use his materials honestly.

If he chooses wood as his media he

should not apply a finish that makes the wood look like, marble or metal
but should let it look like wood.

If the material is good enough to

use then it should be allowed to appear in its true state, unmutilated

2.3rhid._, 160.
24rbid., 160.
25 Ibid., 160.
26Ibid., 160.
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and unaltered.

"New design is honest, 11 2'7 Material finished in forth-

right transparency expresses strength and dignity, while textures that
hide the basic material tend to cheapen it.
After the design has been choosen and the presentation drawing
completed, the next step is to make a working drawing and then construct
the project.

In this stage of construction the selected design should

be checked to determine its strength and durability.

Also , the article

should be designed so that the cost of the materials are kept at a
nominal sum, favorable to the students and to their parents 4
In summary the criteria used for planning a project to be used in
industrial arts laboratories are as follows :
I.

Preliminary Research
Investig~tions of existing designs
Environment in which the project is to be used
Standard sizes, if required
Existing solutions

II. Design criteria
Function
Interest
Simplicity
Honesty
III.

Construction
Strong and durable
Level or grade to be used
Time required for construction
Cost

Another more informal way to bring design to industrial arts
projects is the process that is described below.

The basic process

presented below is suggested to industrial arts teachers by Alexander
F. Bick of Milwaukee Downer College , in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, through
a series of articles published in the Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education Migazine.
27rbid. , 160.
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Buy or, borrow a magazine or journal on interior decoration or
some other similar magazine.

Obtain several of these magazines and leaf

thm>ugh them, observing the articles illustrated, not attempting to make
judgements or draw conclusions about the articles, but merely trying to
"soak uptt the spirit of modern design. After considerable browsing,
the individual should then decide upon a project that he would like to
use in an industrial arts laboratory. Upon ma.king this decision, he
should then return to these magazines and leaf through them a second
time. Keeping in mind the project desired, the individual will see an
article that may possibly suggest a design for his particular project;
if so, the idea should be sketched out.

The alert individual can obtain

several ideas for project design by this method.

When the ideas are

collected, the individual should then modify these ideas to meet the
grade level of his students and adapt the project idea to the material
to be used.

In this modif ica.tion the individual may possibly modify

and improve on the design by ma.king it more functional and modern in
spirit. After modification of these project ideas, the individual can
then proceed to select the one that he believes most adaptable to his
class and most reflective of modern design.

The criteria listed previously

that of function, interest, simplicity, and honesty, can be used to great
advantage in this stage. Upon deciding on a design, the individual can
then proceed to make a working drawing showing construction of the project. Upon construction of the project the individual should then reevaluate the project and suggest possible changesar complete elimination.
The art of being modern in project design is not a point reached
by an individual.

To be modern in design is to possess the ability to

continue to arrive, never allowing oneself to become completely satisfied
with the result, but continually redesigning and trying to improve upon
the article. Designing is a continuous process.

16
The method described above is .very valuable to the industrial
arts teacher.

It is efficient and requires a small amount of time.

The nut bowl illustrated on plate number three, figure one, is an
example of a project that was derived by the use of this method.
This project was adapted from an idea in a magazine. A square ash
tray suggested this idea to the designer as a possible solution to
his problem; that of designing a nut bowl.

The idea was then sketched

out in the form of a box and was then modified into a rectangular
form to break away from the monotony of a near square shape.

The

sides were then slanted and the box lifted "off the ground11 to adapt
it to the spirit of the air age.

The addition of the legs also tends

to give the project an upward movement.

This project is functional,

it proves interesting, simplicity is evident throughout the project,
and it is honest in that it looks like a nut bowl.
The beginner must remember that:
Perhaps the first try will not produce a design as professional as the tenth try. Mastery comes with time and continued practice. However, the investment and thought in the
right approacR builds a professional viewpoint and the ability
to apply it.2
This process aids the designer to obtain a feeling of modern
design and through this feeling he can introduce into his articles
the spirit of the age.

The spirit of the age is the very heart of

modern design and it cannot be over-emphasized. Alexander Bick states:
Place upon the form itself the spirit of the age by drawing
each part in the spirit ~ that age, streamlining, simplifying,
and lightening the form.

28
Bick, Alexander, "Project Design For Teachers," Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education, 43 (Ml.y, 1954~ 172.

29

Ibid. , .171.
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In regard to applying the

sp~rit

of the age Bick further states:

The appendages need not be shaped like airplane wings, nor
does the top need to resemble something in particular; the
spirit and essence of the air age may be applied to the
object by merely thinning and lightening the weight of
parts, opening spaces, s~Bthing corners, and giving it
thereby an upward effect.

18

Designing !Qr the Specific Areas .Qf
Industrial Arts
Wood is a universal material and has been used for many centuries
in the construction of useful articles .

In the field of industrial

arts , wood is probably one of the easiest medias within which a person
can design with satisfaction.

Wood is relatively versatile and lends

itself quite readily to the principle and rules of design.
Designs in wood must be in hannony with the peculiar properties
of the material if they are to prove satisfactory.

When .ma.king sketches

for wood construction , the designer must take into consideration the
expansion and contraction of wide boards .

Also , "there is the grain

or fibrous nature of wood which makes it weak parallel with the grain,
but strong in other directions . 11 31

This quality of wood must also be
1

considered when designing in wood.

Some new materials , such as ply-

wood , has made for more versatility in wood projects , while retaining
the particular surface quality of wood.
often heavy in form and weight .

Traditional wood projects were

Later, designers turned to extreme over

decoration and excessive lathe work .

Today the style has changed again

and these designs have been termedas traditional .
Changing taste , of course , influences all design , but time reveals
the forms which give lasting satisfaction, and condemns the overornate and elaborate . It cannot be stated too often that good
proportion and simplicity are essentials of satisfactory form.
Bradley, Charles B., Desi~n in the Industrial Arts , (Peoria, Illinois:
The Manual Arts Press, 1946 , 133.
31

32Ibid., 180.
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In designing for wood the basic principles and rules , presented
earlier in this paper, are the individuals best guides .
duction of bent wood,

With the intro-

designs in wood products have lended themselves

even more to the spirit of modern design .

The simplicity of modern

design has made the proportion and size of the primary mass very important .

When designing in wood , the designer should first consider the

function of his article , and through the use of sketches , he can develop
his idea into a working drawing and can then plan the construction of
his design .

Through following the basic rules and being critical of his

design the designer can , with practice , produce satisfactory results .
It must also be remembered that in wood design the designer must
be careful not to neglect adapting his article to the spirit of the age .
Air, space , time , and speed are the dominant symbols of modern design ,
and they should be incorporated in the article .
t\.To '.desks or writing tables .

Plate number one shows

Figu:re one depicts an object that is ""func-

tional; it provides adequate chair apace , arm room, room for paper, etc .
It is adapted to construction, and to teaching objectives .
divided and proportioned .
a desk .

It is well

It is honest in design in that it looks like

However, despite all of these good qualities , the desk lacks

the quality of interest that involves adapting the design to the spirit
of the age .

Figure number two shows a modification of the desk , illus-

trating how this particular project can be opened up and given an "off
the ground" feeling .

This feeling reflects the air age without sacri-

ficing any of the other desirable qualities .

Thus , figure two is a

modification and an improvement of the existing design .
Plate number three also illustrates a well designed desk .

The

legs on one end of the desk are adaptions of the bat wing fonn , illustrated on plate number five .
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Turning now to metals , the design principles still hold true .
Metals have been used for many centuries but today new metals , and the
methods and processes of shaping metals , have been devised which has
tended to change the design of these articles .

Today in metal work

industry has so completely shifted to mass production that the design
has been merely that of beauty in the surface of the material , accuracy
of construction, and functional form.
Sheet metal has become a prominent form of metal in todays industry.
The sheet metal used in commercial products, such as air conditioning
and heating systems , owe their design qualities to that of accurate construction.
an a.mount

Obviously these types of sheet metal products use too large
~f

material and require too much time to be feasible in the

school industrial arts program.

Therefore , industrial arts is confined

to the small sheet metal projects which take the form of small pieces
of furniture and household items .

These items meet the design fundamen-

tals in the same way as wood products .

The only difference being that

of consideration of the peculiar qualities and practical use of the
material .

Sheet metal presents itself in another form of activity that

is feasible in the school industrial arts laboratory.

This is metal craft,

which consists of designing and shaping metals in the form of trays ,
candle holders , small dishes , plates and serving trays .
are easily formed of copper , aluminum, or pewter.

These articles

It must be remembered

that small objects are also subject to design principles .

Bradley states

that:
Even simple , appropriate shapes require thoughtful designing if
they are to be suitable and pleasing without being commonplace
and trite . The width of the rim on a plate should be carefully
proportioned to the size of the depression in the center and
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the depth of a dish proportioned to its diameter.

In raising

a fonn, one should be very critical of the curves in the con-

tour, as those subtle things are the essence of beauty . 33
Many of the projects used in metal crafts are out of date and are
far removed from the modern spirit of design.

"Hammering, etching , and

chasing are symbols of the part . 11 34 Peening is also removed from the
modern spirit of design and industrial processes .

"Peening was originally

used by the metal smith to make his work so smooth as to hide the fact
that it was hammered. 1135

Today peening metal has no value except that

of providing busy work and producing traditional designs .

"It is, in

fact , a fonn of hypocrisy because it presumes to smooth metal by hammering when the metal was previously smooth by rolling . 11 36 Peening often
obstructs the function of the tray or plate .

It tends to superimpose

its quality and texture over the beauty of the metal itself .
Also to crimp, scallop , or cut into the edges of a tray or plate
is to destroy the modern spirit of design .

This type of action tends

to break the unity of the design and opposes the quality of simplicity.
Also to etch or cut into the metal produces a design that is traditional in nature .

These processes tend to break the unity of the

design and demand attention out of proportion to their place in the
design .

No matter how professionally the work is executed, it still

appears as amateur .

Alexander Bick states that:

33Ibid., 191.

34Eick , Alexander, "Design in Industrial Arts, 11 Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education , 46 {December, 1957), 121.
35 rbid ., 121 .
36

Ibid., 121 .
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Irrevalent subject matter traced over the center surface of
a tray or plate with a tool or by etching comes under the
same rule of improperty as does peening and scalloping.
Horseheads, sailboats, dogs, deer, foilage or landscape
have nothing to do with the food to be placed on the tray.
•

Some examples of modern design in metals are illustrated on
plate number three, figure number one, and on plate number four .
designs are reflective of the spirit of the air age .

These

They are simple

and have used no decoration except the form and the beauty of the metal
itself .
Trays, plates, and bowls should be clean in form and unbroken in
line .

The beauty of them will then lie in their over-all form and not

in the details .

vThenever possible, they should stand off the ground in

recognition of the air age .

''Everything about the design is an emphasis

of the primary function and thus the design is one-pointed and powerful.JS
Another form of metal needing consideration is that of wrought
iron which is a common material in most industrial arts laboratories .
In the history of wrought iron work, the designs were often those copied
from nature .

Vines, flowers, and intricate curves were a very prominent

part of wrought iron work .

Today, when the industrial arts teacher is

choosing or designing wrought iron objects, he must keep in mind that
this type of decoration is traditional and not modern in spirit .

In

designing for wrought iron projects, usually the article should be
designed to fit in with the other articles of the room in which the article is to be placed.

The size of the stock is of first consideration,

planning.carefully to avoid bulkiness, but retaining sufficient strength.
The designer should not add any pieces to the project that are for decoration only.
J?Ibid., 121.
38
Ibid., 121.

Remember, simplicity is the key to modern design.

Bending
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and twisting of stock can add the necessary decoration to a wrought
iron article .

It must also be kept in mind that the project should

suggest its function .

The project should also be ·honest in design .

"The work should be finished in such a vay as to capitalize the color
and texture of the metal rather than to hide it under colored lacquer. "39
Due to the qualities of wrought iron, the projects made from this
material are very adaptable to openness and lightness, which are qualities of modern design.
Crafts, in industrial arts, lends itself to many design techniques .
Crafts are more concerned with design than most of the other activities
in industrial arts .

Many of the objects made in crafts classes have no

utilitarian. purpose except that of decoration .
neeted with art .

Crafts are truly eon-

The person who works in crafts has many chances to

design and create that are prohibited in other activities .

This is due

partially to the fact that most craft projects are small and require a
small amount of time for construction .

Therefore, the person hB.s a

chance to experiment and possibly try again if the first attempt proves
unsatisfactory .

Due to the many media available in crafts classes, it

is impossible to try to discuss the design possibilities of each area .
The many media that are used call for individual planning and designing .
All the materials used have different shaping and forming qualities .
The designs used are often abstract and free form .

Therefore, the

scribbling method of producing interesting forms can be used in crafts
classes very satisfactorily.

(See plate number six . )

This process

consists of mere "scribbling" in graceful motions, forming circles and

39Bradley, Charles B., Design l!.! ~ Industrial~' (Peoria, Illinois:
The Minual Arts Press, 1946), 196-197.
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oval shapes which overlap and intermingle .

This "scribbling" is then

examined to find forms of pleasing appearance which are free form in
character.

These forms are useful in planning a base for an object or

for determining outlines of plaques or similar objects as illustrated.
This method is very simple and is used by many teachers whenever a free
form shape is desired .

Paper cut outs are also very valuable in crafts

work for obtaining desired abstract or free form shapes .
It is evident from the foregoing discussion of designing for
industrial arts that the design fundamentals carry over to all types
of industrial arts work.

The design fundamentals will have to be altered

in certain cases to obtain satisfactory results but usually if the
general rules and suggestions , presented in this paper, are followed
they will aid the individual in producing the most satisfactory designs .
It is difficult for specific rules to be stated that would guarantee
satisfactory results due to the varied desires of different peo;,1 e .
People differ in taste as they do in abilities .
thing else of value , takes practice and patience .

Designing, like anyOne of the most

important aspects of designing for the beginner, is that of observance .

By observing commercial articles , the individual can develop a taste
for good design .

The designer must develop this taste for design be-

cause he must know what is beautiful and what is ugly.

When he knows

this, he has a basis for designing articles of his own choosing .
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Design Practices In Industrial

~

To encourage design in the industrial arts laporatories,
it may be helpful for the teacher to make full use of the
blackboard when discussing commercial articles or projects
to be constructed in the laboratory.

The teacher can sketch

these ideas on the blackboard and encourage his students to
do the same on paper or in their notebooks.

This practice

will help to motivate the students to sketch a plan or idea
for themselves.

The instructor can ask for modification

of a project and require the students to sketch out their
ideas for evaluation.

This practice will enable the students

to gain experience in designing.

The teacher must be careful

not to force the students to design a project unless they
•·

have had sufficient experience and instruction in designing.
To force an inexperienced student to design a project may
produce bad feelings toward designing and hinder further design
experiences.

If the students have had no previous experience

in designing, they

may

start by copying existing projects.

copying, care must be exercised by the teacher to see that
they copy only those projects that are of good design.

The

teacher should point out to the students what is good about
the project being copied so the students will begin to
recognize and appreciate good design.

However, it must be

In
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remembered that copying should not be practiced too long.
After the students have borrowed designs, the teacher
can then encourage modification of the existing patterns to
meet individual student needs.

The students can sketch

several ideas and submit them to the instructor for counsel
and evaluation.

The teacher must be careful not to critize

drawings to the extent that student interest is lost in
disgust.

When a project is selected by the instructor for

modification, he should point out to his students the good
points of the devign to further their appreciation of good
design and also so that they will not
good.

dest~oy

that which is

When a student asks the instructor if he can redesign

a project, the instructor should at least be considerate
enough to evaluate the sketches with the student.
can be nipped in the bud.

Creativity

It needs cultivation, and if

motivated properly, students can produce vei;r satisfactoi;r
designs • .
Great care should be exercised in allowing students to
create new designs.

This requires a understanding of the

design f\riidamentals and most teachers have too little time
to do justice to teaching these fundamentals.

However, some

students may be capable of creating designs and those few
should be allowed to experiment by sketching their ideas,
and if they prove satisfactoi;r they should be allowed to
construct their design.
Students can design or redesign projects often times
more successfully with the use of wooden blocks, cut to good
proportion by the instructor.

These blocks can be staeked

together to obtain pleasing forms.

This technique aids the

students to secure a good sense of proportion and also enables
them to predetermine the appearance of their design.
Cut outs from paper and paper assemblies can also aid the
students to evaluate their designs as to appearance of the
finished design.

There are several ways to aid students to

become design conscious if the teacher will only try to present ·
them to his students and encourage their use.

The first step in

bringing design to industrial arts projects is to get the
teacher design conscious.

Every industrial arts teacher should

realize that art and aesthetic appearances are not vague,
impractical, or accidential products of industrial commodities,.
but instead a result of careful planning.
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Summary

To teach industrial arts does not mean to teach manipulative skills only.

Industrial arts should include information

dealing with industrial procedures, related information, and
home activities which the common citizen comes in contact with.
To teach industrial arts to students and neglect the design
involved is to cheat the student and present industry in a
distorted manner.

Beauty is very much a part of American life,

and many industrial arts instructors seem to neglect this
phase of the work.

Granted, the industrial arts teacher often

does not have the adequate

time to teach design in industrial

arts laboratories, but by all means the teacher himself should
take the time to become familiar with design and conscious
of its importance in industry.
When designing is mentioned to industrial arts teachers,
the universal reaction is that they readily confess that they
have no ability in designing.

This is not always true.

Teachers can learn to modify designs quite satisfactor-ly.

Some

will exceed others in skill and abilities, but the process is
not difficult.

If the teacher has the desire to try and makes

a sincere effort, satisfactory results can almost be guaranteed •

.

With this understanding, the teacher can promote appr eciation of good design through selection of well-designed projects.
By pointing out to his students that certain projects
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are well designed and others are not, the teacher can give
them valuable experience in design.

The instructor should

point out why certain projects are well designed, and
should emphasize the good points and explain the design principles connected with these good points.

Most projects have

some good design features, and it is the industrial arts
teachers responsibility to point out these good features to
his students.
Automobiles are redesigned every year and the public
buys these automobiles because they are
as functional.

attrac~ive

as well

For an automobile manufacturer to use the

same design over and over, year after year, would undoubtly
result in the decreasing of his sales.

For an industrial

arts teacher to use the same project year after year, and
remain static, results in lack of interest in the projects
on the part of his pupils, the parents, and the community at
large.

To keep industrial arts alive and interesting, new

designs, as well as new materials, need to be introduced
into the laboratory work.

To be up to date and modern in

project design and selection is one of the best ways to sell
industrial arts to the school administrators and the community.
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Figure #1.

Figure #2

Plate I.
Writing Tables
Taken from;
Bick, Alexander F. "Project Design for Teachers,"
VocatjonaJ Education . 42 ( September, 1953) 229.

Industrial Arts

~
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Plate II.
Good Design
light and practical

Design
taken from:
Bick, Alexander
F. "Project Design for Teachers," Industrial arts and
Vocational ]!!iucation. 42 (September, 1953) 230.
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Figure #1

Figure #2

late III.
Nut Bowls--Air-age design.
Designs taken from:
Bick, Alexander F. "Project Design for Teachers," Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education. 43 (May, 1954) 171.
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Figure #1
Candle=-- holder

Figure #2
Lamp

Figure #3
Magazine rack

Plate

IV.

Metal work air-age designs

Designs taken from:
Bick, Alexander ~. "Project Design for teachers, 11 Industrial ~ and
Vocational Education, 42 (June, 1953) 189; 42 ( May, 1953) 160; 46
(December, 1957) 321.
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Plate V.
Bat-wing symbol and articles adapted
from its form.
Chair and lamp design taken from:
'
Halsey, Elizabeth T. Interior ...,Decoration,
Co., 1957. 83 and 166.

Philadelphia: The Curtis Publishing

Metal

backing~~--~-

Plate VI .
Wall plaques of fish designs
adapted to use for projects
in industrial arts classes.
The outline forms were
obtained from the scribble
method as illustrated above.
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